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Rigging/weighting a mesh in Blender for a NWN1-model (by Black Rider - V. 1.0)
Foreword:
Though this tutorial is written for NWN1, the whole rigging process should also be usable for
other systems, e.g. NWN2!
I’m no Blender expert and this was my first rig in Blender. In this tutorial, I describe a
working way, but there are probably sometimes smarter ways to achieve things in Blender.
It has been done with Blender 2.79b and Neverblender 27-223 through 27-226, with
Symmetric constantly improving his tool.
My aim was also, that people, who are new to Blender, will be able to follow the tutorial. So it
also shows some basics, like placing the 3D-Cursor, creating objects, parenting, … Not
included is mesh editing (besides bending fingers) and applying textures.
The tutorial looks overwhelming long, but this is, because I tried to make it a ‘step by step’
tutorial. If you’ve gone through the process once, you’ll see, that it’s manageable…
General explanation: Rigging/weighting:
In simple, rigging/weighting means, that you have a kind of skeleton or a set of bones, which
hold/s the animation. The skinmesh is the visible outer mesh layer. The vertices of this mesh
are assigned (with a value = weight) to certain bones. If these bones move, the vertices of the
skinmesh are moved accordingly.
Examples for skeletons are the NWN2-*.gr2-files (granny) or the Blender Armature.
Now, in classic NWN1 (= pre EE), most of the original models are not skinmeshed, but made
up of several (body-) parts, which also do the animations. But the Aurora engine does support
skinmeshed models and a number of custom content creators have supplied rigged models.
(G)Max is able to rig a mesh to these original NWN1-models (which are made up of parts).
But Blender needs an Armature. Luckily Symmetric has written up a tool, which not only
imports and exports NWN1-models, but can also convert the animations of a non skinmeshed
NWN1-model into a rigable Blender-Armature.
Much has been accomplished through a guiding hand of Symmetric and he constantly
improved his tool as issues turned up. So here’s a big THANK YOU from my side,
Symmetric!
You need Blender 2.79b:
http://download.blender.org/release/
The zipped version is a portable version, so it doesn't need to be installed and your system
stays clean!
And you’ll need the Neverblender version for Blender 2.79b:
https://neverwintervault.org/project/nwn1/other/tool/neverblender-27
It should be Version 27-226 or higher. Versions before that have problems with certain steps.
Remark: And all position descriptions, like “on the right side you see the…”, relate to the
default layout of Blender.
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A few useful Blender controls, which will be needed:
For those, who are fairly new to Blender, here are a few useful tips:
To Undo a step:
To Redo a step:

CTRL + Z
SHIFT+CTRL+Z

Selections in the 3D-view are made with the RIGHT mouse button!
(Un-) Hiding in the Outliner:
The Outliner is the area to the top right. It shows all the objects of a Blender scene.

Imported NWN1-model

You can hide Objects (in the 3D-view) by clicking the eye-symbol behind the objects in the
Outliner.
You can hold the mouse button and drag the mouse cursor over a number of eyes to hide more
than one object with a click.
If you hold CTRL while clicking the “eye”-symbol, all children elements / subtree elements
will be hidden, too! Very useful, if you e.g. want to hide the complete NWN1-model, which is
made up of many linked sub-parts.
To unfold a tree:
To unfold hierarchy by one level:
To fold by one level:

HOME-key (Germany: Pos1-key)
NUMpad +
NUMpad -

You can also do this in the Outliner via the Outliner menu: View

Show Hierarchy

"/" on the NUMpad will hide all but the selected object, and zoom into it for editing.
Using the Outliner search field can help to only show certain objects. Here only objects,
which contain “_g” are displayed:

Now, these objects can be easily hidden by clicking the first eye-symbol and dragging the
mouse over the other eye-symbols!
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(Un-) Hiding in the 3D-view:
This applies for the Object and Edit mode!
Hide selected:
H
Unhide:
ALT+H
Hide unselected:
SHIFT+H
Or you use the menu option:
This is a screen of the Edit mode! In
Object mode, you find the according
menu entry under
Object Show/Hide

And this also works in Edit mode
with vertices/edges/faces!

You can also “Select All By Type” in combination with “H” (hide). Very useful, if you want
to hide e.g. empties (=dummies):

You could also use Layers, but it’s not covered in this tutorial.
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Basic preparations of the Blender scene:
In the default 3D-view, the scene is illuminated by a lamp, thus creating shadows. This, of
course, leaves certain areas of an object in shadows, so it’s difficult to work with the object.
To get an all-over lighting, you need to open the Viewport Properties Panel by either
activating it via the View menu in the 3D-view or by pressing the “N” key:

A panel ( = the Viewport Properties Panel) with a lot of options will be appear on the right
side of the 3D-view. Here move the scrollbar down until you find “Shading”. Change the
field from “Multitexture” to “GLSL”
On the right side - under the Outliner view, select the World-tab, find Environment Lighting
and activate/check it:

Now you have an all-over lighting in the 3D-view.
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More preparations:
The NWN1-model should kind of fit your skinmesh (male human, female child, …). If you’re
not using base (super-) models like a_ba/a_fa for the process (see below), you need to find a
NWN1-model with it’s own animations! It’s important to have animations to be able to check
the behavior of your rig/weighting while the animations are playing!
If you are using a supermodel, e.g. a_ba (male) / a_fa (female), a problem is, that they have
many extra parts (e.g. the cloak and more), that you’ll get a ton of bones (if you do not select
certain parts, which isn’t very comfortable, since you need quiet a number of bones)!
Here is an example of the a_ba-model and the generated Armature (for the process of creating
an Armature/Skeleton: See further down):

NWN1-body parts

Blender Armature (the “Skeleton with bones”)

So you need a NWN1-model, which has the basic animations and only the needed basic body
parts (or Pseudobones, as Symmetric calls them), which will be converted to bones in the
Blender Armature (again: See further below).
I suggest, that the following animations are included:
walk
run
pause1
pause2
And some more extreme movements like
dodges
nwreadyr
1hslashl
getlow
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And in most cases you’ll need the following dummy nodes to adjust the position, where items
will appear on the model:
lhand
rhand
lforearm (= shield position)
All others could be removed.
With this tutorial I supply 2 stripped down and (mesh wise) simplified (human) models of
a_ba and a_fa.

Importing the resources:
Now import your NWN1-model (via the Neverblender import function = File
Aurora (.mdl) ) and the future skinmesh into Blender.

Import

You can use a skin-model, which is made up of several parts, e.g. body, head, arms, legs, eye
left, eye right, etc.
For this tutorial, I used the Alvin-model from the game “The Witcher 1”.
Here, the NWN1-model and the future skinmesh are imported, the Witcher-objects have been
renamed, the textures have been reloaded, some unneeded mesh-objects have been removed
(teeth, tongue, …) and the 3D-view has been set to display objects with textures:

Remark: The NWN1-model is displayed in black, because the original textures will not be
used und thus were not supplied for the import. They did get a black material, which can be
removed, too!
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Add in: Hiding the “lines”:
The “lines” in the picture on page 6 are the crosshairs/axis of the Dummy nodes/objects
(Empties in Blender). The symbol in the Outliner is:
There are several ways to hide them. Please see appendix 1 on page 50.

Removing unneeded bits from the NWN1-model:
The NWN1-model itself will not be rendered, though used to generate the shadows. So some
parts can be removed (e.g. if you import your own model and do not use the provided
templates).
For a body rig the cloak, the pelvis cloth covers and the shoulder parts can be removed. They
are all the way to the end of a body part chain and thus don’t break the order of the rest of the
model - and the animations. In the end, I did not use the neck-part, but it sits between the
torso- and the head-part, so I left it in and ignored it later during the rigging process.

Animation Scale:
Check the Animation Scale of the NWN1-model! It was not imported correctly in earlier
versions of Neverblender, but is fixed now. To be on the safe side:
In the Outliner select the Aurora Root / Aurora Base (the first empty/dummy in the
hierarchy of a NWN1-model - in this case c_ykid_m). Now, below the Outliner, select the
Object-tab (the cube-symbol) and find the Aurora Root Properties:

Since I imported a kid model, the scale is not 1.0!
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Adjusting the future skinmesh (scale, …):
Next would be to create an Empty (=dummy object), which is a helper-object that doesn’t
render, and make it the parent of the future skinmesh ( = link them to the helper object).
First make sure, that the 3D-Cursor is at position 0, 0, 0: In the Viewport Property Panel on
the right side of the 3D view (hit ‘N’, if its not visible), find the 3D Cursor settings:

3D-Cursor symbol in the 3D-viewport.

This is the position, where new objects will be created. Now, (in Object mode) from the 3Dview menu choose: Add Empty Plain Axes:

In the Outliner, rename the Empty (here temp_alvin) and just drag the
future skinmeshes onto the Empty-symbol (here named temp_alvin):

(To unlink, just drag the
object list.)

-symbol of the

-symbol of the objects into a free space below or to the side of the

Select the helper-object (here: temp_alvin) and adjust your skinmesh to fit the size of the
NWN1-model (rotate, scale, position).
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Add in / Optional: Bending the fingers a bit
Note, in some of the screens, the fingers of the future skin mesh are not bend (yet)! This is
due to the fact, that I did the bending as a last step before the actual rigging. For this, I used a
Lattice modifier. See appendix 2 on page 51.
Apply Transforms:
At the end, it’s important to apply your adjustments to the mesh, so the NWN1-engine does
show what you see in Blender, which means it will make the current changes the “default” by
setting the values equivalent to 0 in each plane for the location(s) and 1 for the scale(s).
Symmetric has written a special tool for that. Select any mesh, then on the right side (default
layout) choose the Object-tab (the cube-symbol), scroll down until you find the Transform
Helper. Here hit the Apply Transform-button:

Remark: In (G)Max, this is
the ResetXForm-function.

Symmetric’s tool will apply the changes to all the objects in the Blender scene (if I
understood correctly).
You could also use the according Blender-functions, which are (in the 3D-view menu while in
Object mode) Object Apply Rotation/Location/Scale:

Using this method will apply the changes to the selected object only!
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At the end of this process, your Blender scene should look something like this:

Remark:
Here all Empties/Dummies have
been hidden (see page 2/3) to get
a good view.

Depending on the source on the future skinmesh, it might be a good idea to do a bit more
cleaning up. See, if really all meshes or faces of your source skinmesh are really needed (e.g.
mouth cave, teeth, tongue, …). If not, remove them.
A few thoughts about further optimizing / separating the future skinmesh can be found in
appendix 3 page 55.
A common issue are double faces, especially if you import an OBJ-model. They add to the
polygon count and might cause trouble during the rigging process. To remove them, see page
49.
The less polygons, the better for the NWN1 engine!
All adjustments on the future skinmesh should be finished BEFORE the rigging!
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Preparing the NWN1-model:
One thing, that could be done, is to remove the material entries ( = the black coloring) from
the NWN1 model parts:
For a better overview, you could hide the future skinmeshes (e.g. via the eye-symbol in the
Outliner).
To remove a material, select the part via RIGHT click in the 3D-view or via LEFT click in the
Outliner. Then, below the outliner, select the Material-tab (”shiny circle”-symbol) and click
on the “-“ next to the material name (here “boy_chest”). The black coloring will be removed:

The result should look like this:

Using the NWN1-body parts to cast shadows:
Skinmeshes are pretty complex and, if e.g. ported from other games, tend to be of a pretty
high polygon count. The chance are high, that it will crash the engine, if shadows are
calculated via the skinmesh! If the shadows are created via the original NWN1 model parts,
that works fine!
One thing, that must be done, is to set all these NWN1 parts to NO RENDER and DO CAST
SHADOWS!
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Note: This second step could be done at any time, but since the NWN1 part is selected, it’s
just a matter of switching the tab.
So, select the Property tab (“cube”-symbol), find for the Aurora Mesh Properties settings,
uncheck Render and check Shadow:

You could exclude some parts from casting shadows, e.g. the belt or the shoulder parts (if
they’re still in your model).
Even if you don't want the original NWN1-parts to cast shadows, if they are parts, which are
needed for the rigging, they still need to be included. Removing them will result in the rigged
parts are not rendered:

Example: NWN1-arm parts removed.
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Optional: You could also think about simplifying the NWN1-head mesh to maybe save some
performance for the shadow calculation:

Adjusting NWN1-model pose to skin mesh:
Most skinmeshes don’t have the same pose as the NWN1 base pose. Having e.g. arms lifted
and legs moved apart a bit makes the later rigging process much easier. Since the NWN1body parts hold the animations and will deform the skinmesh, the NWN1 pose needs to be
adjusted to the pose of the skinmesh.
It can be helpful to color the NWN1-parts for this process. To do this, select the part, click the
Material-tab, Add a material by clicking the New-button:

A new material will be added. The name will be “Material” (or “Material.001”, …). It can
be renamed, but this is not necessary for this process.
Now click the white field under Diffuse and choose a color:

Possible result:
3 body parts colored
in 3 different colors.
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And now the important part:
1. By default, you should have the Timeline view at the bottom part of the Blender layout.
You can zoom in/out with the mouse wheel and drag the lower bar to get the choice of your
view.
If you click the Play-button, you should see the NWN1-body parts move.
Do the following here:

Timeline

Set a 0 (ZERO) in the field behind the word “Start”.
Set the green Time Cursor (= “frame position marker bar”) to frame 0.
Activate the “Automatic keyframe insertion”
button (it will be colored in a darker grey).
The Animations (visualized by the yellow bars, which are recorded keyframes) will play in
the highlighted (= light grey) part. (No widen the range, enter a higher value in the “End”field.)
When done with rigging, TURN IT OFF! Otherwise more keys are created, e.g.
when moving meshes around and such!
More info on the Timeline can be found here:
https://docs.blender.org/manual/en/dev/editors/timeline.html

2. Unhide your future skinmesh.
3. Select a bicep, e.g. the lbicep_g, of the NWN1-model.
4. Now the position of the NWN1-arms and legs have to be adjusted via rotation. In the
Viewport Properties Panel find the Transform settings and change the values for Rotation:
Note: When a key is recorded
(a change in position, rotation,
…), the according field in the
Viewport Property Panel will
be colored in yellow and a
keyframe will be created or
updated.
And sometimes switching to
Wireframe-view might be
helpful to control the positions.
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You can also adjust the positions via the Object Properties-tab:

Another helpful
visualisation is to
set the NWN1parts, which need
to be adjusted, to
X-Ray mode (to be
found under the
Object Properties).

Arms. legs and maybe the torso need to be adjusted:
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Now, there is one bigger problem, when using the NWN1-body parts as a skeleton:
the arms are very close to the body! This will often lead to parts of the skinmesh reaching into
the hip region, e.g. during the Pause-animations:

So, as a last step, the bicep-body parts need a final adjustment BEFORE the Armature is
generated: Adjust the y-rotation value 5, so that the whole NWN1-arm is lowered a bit! So if
the y-rotation value is 50, set it to 45. So if the y-value is -50, set it to -45.
In the end, it should look like this, when you did the adjustments (here on the rbicep_g-part lbicep_g is already altered):
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Even though NWN1-hands and the skinmesh-hands don’t match up anymore, the result will
be, that the skinmesh-hands are bit farther away from the hips, when finished with the rigging
process:

Note:
This is a screen with a rigged mesh!

Note:
If this is not done at this point, adjustments could be done later, too, but it’s more difficult to
handle, since you’ll be moving the NWN1-body parts without seeing the result on the
skinmesh!
As written in the Beginning: The NWN1-body parts are the “bones” for the NWN1 engine!
The NWN1-engine can use the NWN1-body parts as a skeleton to port its animation onto a
skinmesh. But Blender needs an extra skeleton = the Armature - to assign a bone influence (=
weight) to the vertices of a skinmesh.
But any changes to the pose of the Blender Armature will NOT be ported back onto the
NWN1-body parts So pose changes have to be made (and recorded via keyframes) within the
NWN1-parts.
If you find a “problematic” pose after you’re done with rigging (e.g. hands reaching into the
hips), you’ve to blindly adjust the NWN1-parts and check the result IG. That would be a “try
and error” process. So it’s good to make all the adjustments to the NWN1-parts before the
Armature is created from it!
With Neverblender 27-226, it is possible to create NWN1-pseudobones out of a Blender
Armature, but these are a NEW set of NWN1-pseudobones. The (edited) animations of the
Blender Armature are NOT written back onto the original NWN1-pseudobones!
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Symmetric’s magic tool: Creating the Armature:
IMPORTATNT: At least the object you are creating the animation from (in this case the
Aurora Root /Aurora Base) must be VISIBLE!
It is possible to create parts of a skeleton by letting the tool create the Armature starting from
a selected bone, but the rootdummy is also needed, because (in many cases) it holds the
animations and also the position of the model while doing certain animations.
So, to create the Armature, select the Aurora Root / Aurora Base (in this example c_ykid_m)
in the Outliner, (under the Outliner) select the Properties-tab, find the Armature Helper
(scroll down), check, if it is set to All and click the Generate Armature-button. Neverblender
recognizes objects, which are not needed for an Armature.

The Aurora Root is visible!

The needed bones will be created and the animations copied onto the Armature (- what a
tool!). It will be named AuroraRootdummy/AuroraBaseName.armature.
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If you now hide all the NWN1-body parts (and the skinmeshes), it should look like this:

(Remark: Here, the Armature-tree has been unfolded and all other objects of the scene are
hidden)
If you now click the play button of the Player Controls in the Timeline-view, you should see,
that the Armature plays all the ported animations of the NWN1-model.
Remark: By default, the keyframes of the Armature are not shown in the Timeline-view!
One way to make the animation keyframes visible: In the Outliner unfold the Armature-tree,
then the Pose-branch and click on rootdummy. The keyframes should now show up in the
Timeline view:
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Further things to pay attention to:
Now, there is one more technical problem with the ported animations: Though the pose looks
correct, it contains some “out of place” (offset) info, as shown in this small rig-example (here,
a rig to a right hand bone). If you NOW start with the rigging/weighting process, you would
see this:
Armature bones

Skinmesh

Symmetric explained this to me and, if I understood correctly, it has something to do with
transferring the correct rotation of the NWN1 parts onto the bones of the skeleton:
The position of the head and tail piece for a bone without rotation is called Restpose. Now,
the Restpose Helper tool will transfer the rotation values of the NWN1 parts onto the bones
and then set these values as the default zero/none rotation, similar to the Blender function
Apply Rotation. (I hope, I got this kind of right…)
So you need to apply a fix to the Armature with Symmetric’s Restpose Helper tool:
Set the Time Cursor (the green bar) in the Timeline to frame 0 (ZERO)
Select the
Armature
Select the Armature-tab
find the Restpose Helper and click the Apply
Current Pose-button (all the way to the bottom of the panel):
You will then see, that the weighted mesh will
be moved to the correct position:

So, after creating the Armature, immediately select the Armature and do the
Apply Current Pose- function!!!
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Remark: When importing a skinmeshed model, you’ll also need to create an Armature to see
the animations! Use the same procedure as described above to create the Armature, add an
Armature Modifier to the skinmesh and let the modifier point to the created Armature:

Adding an Armature Modifier to the skinmesh is NOT needed, when doing the rigging as
described below!

General info on the number of bones and number of vertices assigned to a bone NWN1
can handle:
A recent ( = June 2018) discovery by Symmetric is, that NWN1 and EE supports a
maximum number of 17 bones per skinmesh ATM! Somewhere Beamdog wrote, that EE
would support up to 128 bones:
https://forums.beamdog.com/discussion/68130/did-you-hardcode-the-engine-to-limit-17-bones-per-skinmesh
At least for EE: “Hmmm. In talking with Jason, the limit is 128 bones / skinmesh. I think you might be running
into the 4 bones / vertex limit instead.”

128 bones seems to be not the case (ATM). So, if a part of the skinmesh is not moving, one
reason could be, that you assigned more than 17 bones. Bones above the count of 17 will be
ignored by the engine.
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Rigging/Weighting:
There a three basic ways to start a rig in Blender: A complete manual way, weighting with
envelopes and a automatic weighting. I didn’t get a good result, when using envelopes, so I
won’t bother with them in this tutorial. Here is an example screen of a rig using envelopes:

Automatic Weighs delivered a very nice base though and will be dealt with.
So the most economic way is to start with the Automatic Weighting and then do the needed
adjustments. But since these adjustments need editing the weights of certain vertices and the
plan, that this tutorial is also supposed to be a short introduction into rigging, I’ll start with the
manual weighting technique:

A complete manual rig:
First, the available bones need to be assigned to the skinmesh:
In the Outliner, drag the mesh-symbol
to be rigged onto the armature-symbol and choose
With Empty Groups. This will assign the Vertex Groups (= bones) to the skinmesh (and
automatically adds an Armature Modifier with the proper settings to your skinmesh).
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If you now select the skinmesh (e.g in the Outliner), you’ll find, that ALL available Vertex
Groups (= bones) have been made available for the rigging process. You’ll find the info by
clicking the Object Data-tab:

Note: You may remove Vertex Groups (= bones) from the mesh by clicking the MINUSsymbol (‘-‘), if they are not needed, but leave in the ‘rootdummy’! Without it, animations of
the Armature might not show (see further below)!
Example: The ‘eye’-mesh needs to be rigged / weighted to the head bone only, so unneeded
Vertex Groups / bones have been removed (after the above mentioned way to assign the eyemesh to the Armature):
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Painting Weights - general info:
This means, that you assign the vertices of a mesh to one or more bones and give them an
influence value (=weight) of these bones. When the bones move, they will “drag” the vertices
into the direction of their movement - depending on their weight value.
The amount of influence is visualized by colors:

So a bluish color signals no (value of 0.0) or only a slight influence, red (value of 1.0) a 100%
influence.
Note: For the process of assigning weights to vertices, I found these settings helpful:
- Faces, which are not smoothed (= flat). (BTW: It doesn’t matter, if you smooth your faces
in the Blender scene - The Exporter will take care of it - see section on model export!)
- In Weight Paint Mode (see below), I set the mesh to Wireframe. The faces will be filled,
and the edges are shown. This gives you a good control on the weighting process.

- For the rigging process, you could also hide the Armature in the Outliner.
Painting Weights - the process:
Select the mesh and switch to Weight Paint mode via the menu under the 3D-view:

Now, on the right side, you find some tools to work the weighting on the mesh. It is called
“Weight Paint”, because you can move the mouse over the mesh and sort of paint a weight.
The mesh will be colored according to the settings of the Weight Tool.
When you move the cursor over the mesh, you’ll get a circle. Vertices within this circle will
get a weight-value.
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These are the settings I like most to start the basic weighting (see on left side of Blender):

For the beginning, I use a value of
0.5 for the weight.

Radius of the circle. 10 px is good for single vertices. At the
beginning, a larger value may be useful.

I like to use the Add or Subtract modi.

By default, the brush has a „feather“ effect, which means that
the vertices towards the outer rim of the paint circle get a
smaller amount of weight. I like to choose the last brush shape
option, which will give you the same set weight within the
circle.

You can find more details on the brush settings here:
https://docs.blender.org/manual/en/dev/sculpt_paint/painting/weight_paint/tools.html

Let’s paint:
I found a recommendation for assigning weights:

from: https://cgi.tutsplus.com/tutorials/building-a-basic-low-poly-character-rig-in-blender--cg-16955
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This is a good base. I even leave out the 10%-part in the beginning. Since meshes to be rigged
(= complete character meshes with clothes) are more complex, you’ve to do some adjustments
afterwards anyways!
Assigning weights:
Select the Object Data-tab, and find the Vertex Groups. As mentioned before, here all Vertex
Groups (= bones) are listed, which have been assigned to this mesh.
Select a bone and paint weights onto the mesh:

As you can see, with the right forearm chosen, I weighted the full amount (100% = 1.0) onto
the middle region of the forearm mesh, and 50% (= 0.5) around the elbow. The bicep bone
will also get 50% in this region, because the vertices will share the weight of two bones here:
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Adjusting weights after they’ve been assigned:
In the menu below the 3D-view, activate the Vertex selection (it will be colored in a darker
grey):

If you don’t have the Viewport Properties Panel open, do so (see page 4).
Now, if you now RIGHT-click a single vertex (it will be highlighted in white) you can see in
this panel, what bone with how much weight is assigned to this vertex:

The selected bone is in black, the other(s) in a darker grey. But you can also change the
settings for the NOT selected bone(s) (by clicking into the according value-fields):

This is very useful, when, later on, you have to adjust the weights more precisely!
Pay attention to fact, that the total weight does NOT exceed the total of 1.0!

Manually adjust the values or use the Normalize-button! It will calculate a distribution of
values, which does not exceed the value of 1.0:

As mentioned before: You can assign up to 4 bones to a vertex. The maximum number
of bones per vertex for this model is 3.
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In the end, I used all bones except the rootdummy, belt_g and neck_g. I did some tests with
the neck_g-bone, but it didn’t look very good with some animations and it works much better
without this bone!
Vertices inside the mesh are a bit more tricky to weight/control! In this example, I hid some
outer faces of the cloth mesh and it now shows, that the inner vertices have not been
weighted, yet:

Hidden faces / vertices are NOT hidden for the brush in the Paint Weight mode! To weight
inner vertices, you need to activate Vertex selection (it will be colored in a darker grey) and
turn OFF Limit selection to visible (it will be colored in a lighter grey):

Vertex selection

Limit selection to visible

The view is a bit confusing, but by rotating the model, the human eye should be able to make
out the wanted region. Here an inner vertex of the trouser rim is selected.
This way you can make a controlled weight of these “hidden” vertices.
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Testing the weighting:
A good way to check the weighting is by playing the animations. The mesh should now
follow the movement of the Armature. You can let the animations play, when you have rigged
a part of the mesh - e.g. the arm, but it makes sense to first do a complete basic rig of the
whole mesh, because unweighted vertices don’t move and thus hinder the checking for
weighting issues!
You can drag the (green) Time Cursor (-bar) in the Timeline-view to quickly see, how the
mesh is behaving. If you spot something like this…

… you found a vertex, which did not get a correct weight - either none at all, a very low one
or even a bone-influence, which shouldn’t be there.
This is an example IG-screenshot of some “miss-weighted” vertices:

You can remove a (unwanted) bone-influence from a vertex by clicking the X at the end of the
bone row in the Viewport Properties Panel:

Fine-tuning:
Find extreme poses! Here you can see best, what part of the skinmesh needs adjustments.
As written before, some good poses are:
dodges
nwreadyr
1hslashl
getlow
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Finding a desired animation to play / Setting the Time Cursor to a desired position:
Select the Aurora Root / Aurora Base, click the Object Properties-tab, find Aurora
Animations and select the wanted animation. In the “Start-“field, you’ll find the starting
keyframe count for this animation. Enter this count into the Current Frame field of the
Timeline-view:

Current Frame of
the Time Cursor.

Move one keyframe backward/forward.
OR you can also use the arrow keys on the keyboard!

You can still work on the weights after changing a frame! So, find the vertices, which
cause trouble and do according adjustments.
Here is an example of a bent knee: The inner leg mesh shows through the outer cloth mesh.
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Changing the weight by just 0.1 can make a big difference:

The inner leg still shows through a tiny bit. But remember: In general, extreme animations are
pretty fast, so it probably won’t be noticeable, if a vertex is a bit out of place! Some regions
may never be perfect.

And here is another example of the forearm-shoulder region with fine-adjusted vertices while
in a more extreme pose:

Add in: Slowing down the animation speed:
Sometimes you would want to see animations just play without manually dragging the Time
Cursor in the Timeline-view. If animations are to fast to precisely see the deforming of the
mesh, you can slow it down. For this, please see appendix 4 page 57.
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For a rough reference: My weighting
front

back
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front

back
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As you can see, the front pelvis region needs less weight than the back. This is one of the
more tricky regions to weight because of the pelvis-tight-region during more extreme
movements (e.g. running).
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Attention: If you have more than one skinmesh with locations, where vertices share the same
position, make sure, that they should share the same bone(s) with the same amount of weight!
In this example, there are 2 skinmeshes: head with neck plus a bit of the upper torso and the
rest of the body:

(The bones in use are torso [= red weight amount] and head - no neck bone!)
See also appendix 3 and there page 57.
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Rigging using Automatic Weights:
When using this way, Blender tries to do a basic weighting for you. I tried this with simple
meshes and the results where quiet good! I have not tried more complex ones, e.g. with skirts
and such. Anyways, one will need to do some manual adjustments afterwards.
It’s very important to know, that Blender, by default, will try to integrate all Vertex Groups it
finds into the weighting. This could include e.g. the rootdummy, belt, neck and even Vertex
Groups created for the Latice Modifier (see section on bending fingers)!

Preventing some bones to be included in the weighting calculations:
Symmetric pointed out a very useful way: The Bone Properties offer an option to deform a
mesh - or not. The bones, which are not really needed (besides additional Vertex Groups, e.g.
from a Lattice Modifier) are the rootdummy-, the belt_g- and the neck_g-bone.
So, first step would be to create an Armature as described on page 18.
Unfold the Armature and select the rootdummy-bone in the Outliner. Now click the Bone
Properties-tab, scroll down until you find Deform. UNcheck it:

UNcheck Deform!

Do the same for the belt_g- and the neck_g-bone
As mentioned: Do remove / disable any additional Vertex Groups, e.g. those created
for a Lattice Modifier. If not, they will be involved in the weighting!
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In the Outliner, drag your skinmesh onto the armature-icon…

…and select With Automatic Weights:

Now your skinmesh should be linked to the Armature, the needed Vertex Groups (bones)
have been added and if you check you skinmesh, the rootdummy-, the belt_g- and the neck_gbone should not be listed:

And the mesh is already rigged! Check it with the Play-button in the Timeline-view!
But, as you can see, this rig needs some manual corrections:
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And there are more issues to pay attention to:
A vertex, which has been assigned more than 4 bones:

And, even though this is the weight for the left foot, there are vertices on the right foot, which
show an influence of the left side (lshin_g and lfoot_g):

This will, of course, lead to a strange look of the skinmesh!
And, as mentioned before, it may be, that the total weight on a vertex might exceed the
maximum of 1.0!
So, before you start to adjust certain vertices, you should limit the maximum numbers of
bones to 4 and normalize all weights to the maximum of 1.0!
For this, go into Weight Paint-mode, activate the Vertex Selection-button (again: the
background of the button gets a darker grey) and select ALL the vertices (press ‘A’ until all
vertices turn yellow).
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Now select the (weight-) Tools-tab and click first the Limit Total-button.
The default is set to 4, as you can see, when the button has been clicked:

After that, click the Normalize All-button:

Now you’re all safe and can start to fine-tune the vertices as
described on page 29.

And again: Pay attention to the regions, where two skinmeshes will meet. For this model it’s
the torso and the head region:

With this automatic weight, the torso and the head will move apart.
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In this case, I’d set them to 100% (1.0) weight for the torso bone:

Set the rim weights for the head mesh accordingly (see page 36)!

Add in: Removing the influence of a bone from a mesh:
Let’s say, you later find a bone in the weighting, which you don’t want or you want to add
another bone, which has not been assigned to the skinmesh, yet. For this, please see appendix
5 page 58.

Summing up:
So, even though I did a total manual rig for the Alvin-model, I’d propose to try an automatic
weighting first (with limiting the bone number and normalizing) and then see, if it is a usable
base.
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Adjust the position of the dummies for adding weapons and such:
For this, you have to recheck a test-export (Export: see further down) in the toolset/IG. Equip
your exported model with a weapon.

Remark: Ignore the ‘silvery parts’ for
now! It’s a setting in a 2da (see further
down on page 47).

In the Outliner select the dummy node (the dummies don’t have the “_g”).

You cannot change the rotation, but the X-Y-Z-position. These seem to be good values for
THIS model:
Select the right dummy (rhand):
On the keyboard hit G (= Grab) X and enter -0.035 ENTER
and G Y 0.006 ENTER
and G Z 0.019 ENTER
Select the left hand dummy (lhand):
On the keyboard hit G (= Grab) X and enter 0.03 ENTER
and G Y 0.008 ENTER
and G Z 0.019 ENTER
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Result in the Toolset:

It needs some visual testing in the Toolset/IG! So, in your test-module, equip something (e.g.
a dagger) in both hands. And it will always be a compromise. if you use a hand model with
fingers!
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Preparing the export:
Aurora Root:
The skinmesh needs to be parented to the Aurora Root / Aurora Base, of course, so, in the
Outliner, drag the skinmesh, onto the Aurora Root / Aurora Base:

Skinmesh-property:
You need to assign the Skinmesh-property to the skinmesh: Select the skinmesh, click the
Object Properties-Symbol (below the Outliner), find Aurora Mesh Properties and set the
Type to Skinmesh:

The Armature Modifier:
You do NOT need to ‘Apply (the) Armature Modifier, because the Exporter will do this for
you! This way it’s easy to come back to your export-scene and do adjustments, if necessary.
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Set the supermodel:
If needed, this can be done via the properties of the Aurora Root / Aurora Base. Click the
Properties-tab (= the cube), find the Aurora Root Properties and enter the according
supermodel name:

Positioning the skinmesh at end of the mdl-file:
Symmetric has implemented an option to tell the exporter, where to place what object within
the mdl-file. It seems to be good for the rendering process of the NWN1-engine, that the
skinmeshes are placed all the way to the end.
For this, select the first skinmesh object of your choice, click the Object Properties-tab, find
the Aurora Mesh Properties and set the value behind the Order-field to a high one, e.g. 1001.
Then select the next skinmesh and set it to e.g. 1002.

Set the Timeline Curser to keyframe 0:
Make sure, that the Time Cursor in the Timeline view is set to frame 0 (ZERO)! If not, it may
happen, that the animations are exported from the last position of the Time Cursor and thus
incomplete or broken! Symmetric was going to fix this, but a test export and a Gmax import
showed, that the animations still seem to be exported from the last position of the Time
Cursor!
And a last general warning: Do NOT rename the empty / dummy, which holds the animations
(in the case of this NWN1 child mdl the ‘rootdummy’! It might break the animations!
Reminder:
Do not activate the shadows on the skin mesh! Since these are often of a higher
polygone count, the NWN1 engine might choke on this! Instead us the original body
parts for the creation of a character shadow! If you have not done this, yet, do it now!
(See page 12.)
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Finally - The export:
Select the root dummy and choose from the Blender-File menu

Export

Aurora (.mdl)

In the export window, enter the same name as the Aurora Root / Aurora Base!

General info on the exporter:
Objects of the model don’t have to be visible (= un-hidden) on export, not even the Aurora
Root / Aurora Base! The exporter will check the scene and export all, that belongs to the mdl visible or not!
And it seems, that you don’t have to select the Aurora Root to do a correct export. But it
doesn’t hurt, if you do so (to be on the safe side).
Symmetric gave me these info:
The exporter searches in the following order:
1. The recent active model. If a sub-part (child object) is selected, it will look for the Aurora
Root. (Of course, there must be an Aurora Root!).
2. If nothing is selected, it will randomly choose a model from within the Blender scene.
3. If the recent active scene is empty, it will search other Blender scenes (Blender can handle
more than one scene at a time).
There is even a batch mode! It will export:
A. All models within the actual scene.
B. All selected models (again, here it is enough, if you have selected an object within a
model).
If the batch mode is choosen, the exporter will ignore the file name in the export window and
use the names of the Aurora Roots instead. So, this is more for a mass tile export.
The exporter will triangulate, if the mesh is not!
In the options of the exporter (see below), you must activate Smooth Groups or they will be
removed!
The ‘animroot’-entry in the mdl-file:
With Neverblender 27.226, Symmetric’s exporter will check, if the parent-object, to which all
the NWN1 body parts/pseudobones are linked, is called ‘rootdummy’. If this is the case, the
according animation entry for ‘newanim‘ would be ‘animroot rootdummy’. If not, it will use
the AuroraRoot/AuroraBase-name as entry. So, there is no more need to replace all the
‘animroot’-entries with a text editor, as it is the case with the (G)Max exporter!
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Settings of the exporter:

NWN1 EE

The silvery parts - a 2da-setting:

By default, most NWN1-models have a silvery base skin upon their surface. If the texture of
the mesh uses transparency, it will create this metallic look, which is good for armors and
such. But for a full transparency, it doesn’t work. A setting in the appearance.2da changes
this. Zwerkules posted the solution so I quote him for this:
“BTW transparency works well for creatures that aren't part based and don't rely on PLTs, if
you get the 2da entries and the render order right. If you have two hair meshes, make sure
they are rendered after the head and the one "on top" of the other is rendered last. In the 2da
change the ENVMAP for your creature from default to ****. This will turn off pseudoreflections on your creature and enable transparency instead. This does also mean that your
creature can't have shiny armour. You have to decide what you need most. I'd always choose
transparency because you can do a lot more with it, like proper hair, eyelashes, rags with
holes and much more.”
(from https://neverwintervault.org/project/nwn1/prefab/creature/witcher-1-creature-conversion-project-skinmeshed-geralt-models-4-6)

So, accordingly, “my” NWN1-child/Alvin model has this altered entry (line 881) and you can
check it out here:
https://neverwintervault.org/project/nwn1/prefab/creature/witcher-1-creature-conversion-project-skinmeshed-child-alvin
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Additions / tripping hazards:
I. If you experience the following IG…
Here you can see, that the inside
of the fringe-mesh texture, which
has an alpha (= transparent part),
is shown, but not the outside!

… then check in Blender: In the Viewport Properties Panel find Shading and activate
Backface Culling. This should hide the backside of faces:

If you now see, that the inside is shown, but not the outside, then the faces are flipped and
need to be turned:
Select these faces and from the Mesh menu choose Normals Flip Normals:

IG the result should now look like this:

IG-result:
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II. If you experience something like this: Even though the weighting of the vertices is OK, the
coloring is not…

… then you probably have double faces in you mesh.
To remove them: In EDIT-Mode select ALL the faces (‘A’)…

…and from the Mesh menu select Clean up

Remove Doubles

The result should now look like this:

… and you can re-weight the missed
vertices.
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- Appendices Appendix 1 - Hiding the “lines”:
The “lines” you might see in a Blender scene are the crosshairs/axis of empties/dummy nodes.
The symbol in the Outliner is:
There are several ways to hide them. One way is via the Viewport Properties Panel: Find
Display and activate Only Render:

Note: To see the Armature, Only Render has to be deactivated!
Second way would be to hide them in the Outliner via the eye-symbol:
Third way is a bit more complex:
For this: The empties/dummy nodes must be visible!
1. Select all the empties/dummy nodes by holding SHIFT and clicking the according nodes.
2. In the Properties panel, chose the Empty Properties symbol.
3. Click into the Size-field and set the value to 0 (ZERO).

4. Now RIGHT-click into the Size-field and choose
Copy To Selected:
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Appendix 2 - Bending fingers:
The technique of using a Lattice Modifier to bend a mesh was explained to me by Symmetric.
First, you need to select the vertices you want to deform and define them as a Vertex Group:
1. Selecting the vertices
In Edit mode activate Vertex Select and activate the Limit selection to visible-button (the
background of the button turns into a lighter grey), so the vertex on the backside are also
selected.
Hit ‘C’ for Circle Select, adjust the size of the circle with the mouse wheel and move over the
wanted vertices. Click with the LEFT mouse button to select them. You can also hold the
mouse button and move over to other vertices. To deselect, hold SHIFT and click with the
LEFT mouse button or press and hold the mouse wheel.

ESC or ENTER exits Circle Select. Since the fingers are to be altered, they have been
selected in this screen:
Note: For better control, I hid the
faces of the arm cloth - See page 53.

2. Define the Vertex Group:
When done marking the vertices, select the Data-tab, find Vertex Groups, click the ‘+’ to add
a new group, rename it (not really necessary), leave Weight to 1.000 and click the Assignbutton. Before assigning, make sure, that your Vertex Group is selected (= blue)!
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3. Creating and adjusting the Lattice:
The Lattice is a kind of helper object. Together with the Lattice Modifier it can alter the
mesh. So if the shape of the Lattice is altered, it will also alter the shape of the assigned
Vertex Groups, thus deforming the mesh.
To create the Lattice around the selected vertices, the 3D-Cursor has to be in the center of the
selected vertices:
In Edit Mode of your mesh press SHIFT+S Cursor to Selected:

Now switch back to Object Mode. From the menu select Add

Lattice:

The Lattice needs to be scaled down. This can be done in the Viewport Properties Panel (if
it’s not open, press ‘N’ - also see page 4).
Set the Scale to 0.100:
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With your mesh selected, add the Lattice Modifier:

Here choose your created Lattice Object.

Next, select the Lattice (e.g. in the Outliner), select the Lattice-tab and do some subdivisions:

In the 3D-view, with the Lattice Object still selected, switch to Edit Mode.
Select vertices (RIGHT-click) to be moved (hold SHIFT and RIGHT-click for additional
vertices):

Here 2 vertices were selected.
Now, either click on the X-axis and move the mouse to shift the position of the vertices
OR
hit G (Grab) and X and it will let you enter an numeric value!
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For this mesh (right hand), a good value seems to be -0.055. For the left hand, it would be a
positive value = 0.055.
Hit ENTER to exit the ‘move mode’.
After G and X, do NOT move the mouse, because the vertices will be moved with the mouse
movement and you can’t enter a value. Hit ESC, if something unwanted happens (or CTRL Z
to undo a finished step).
The fingers will bend accordingly:

When all is done, select the Lattice Modifier in your mesh and click Apply. The mesh will be
altered and the modifier removed.
I’m not sure, if this necessary, but it can’t hurt to do an Apply Transform (see page 9).

Final remark: The order of these steps is not set. You can also first set the 3D-Cursor, create
the Lattice, then the Vertex Groups …
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Appendix 3 - Further thoughts regarding the skinmesh before starting to rig:
You may think about simplifying the skin mesh. For example these Witcher 1 meshes: Even
though designed for the (altered) Aurora engine, they are higher in polygon count. Arms and
leg meshes reach far into the clothes, so far, that it will never show (in NWN1). So reducing /
shortening them here will lower the numbers of polygons and it might simplify the process of
rigging!
Example - the knee of Alvin:

Not all of the faces are really needed. This top most knee-part caused a lot of rigging-pain,
because it tended to show through the pants. One might as well remove those top faces (which
has not been done for this model, but it would be a good idea for the next…).
The next thing, you might consider, is to further separating the mesh into more parts. In this
example model, arms and legs were originally a part of the body mesh. I separated them to
have more control over the rigging process.

In the end, I’m not sure, if this really made the rigging easier, since if the vertices of e.g. the
arm mesh get a different weight value than the surrounding cloth mesh, then they tend to
move out of the cloth mesh in certain (more extreme) poses! But you have a better overview
und thus more control on the weight of the vertices.
If they stay one mesh, the vertices probably get the same weight, but are more difficult to
select. (See section on rigging - page 28.)
Well, this was my first Blender rig and rigging needs practice! So you should test, which way
works best for you.
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Splitting mesh into two or more skin meshes:
If you decide to split up a mesh, make sure, that you have vertices sharing the same position,
where the two meshes touch! During the rigging process, assign to these rim vertices of the
two meshes the same bone with the same weight (see chapter on rigging - page 36)! This
way, those two meshes won’t move apart during animations!
These are some outlined example vertices of a Geralt-mesh (body mesh and arm mesh) from
the game “The Witcher 1”:
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Appendix 4 - Slow down the animations speed:
If the animations are playing too fast, here are two ways to slow them done:
1. Select the Scene-symbol (= the camera-symbol). Find Frame Rate and click into the field
beneath to change the FPS:

OR alter the values for Time Remapping:
It works like this:
The values are in frames.
For example:
If you want the whole animation to run twice as fast you
set the old to 100 and new to 50. Animated values that
took 100 frames now will happen in 50.
To make the animation last twice as long (slower) map
old to 100 and new to 200.
https://blender.stackexchange.com/questions/47427/how-can-imodify-the-frame-rate-without-changing-overall-animationspeed/47429#47429
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Appendix 5 - Removing the influence of a bone from a mesh / adding a bone:
Removing a bone from a rigged mesh normally means, that you’ll have to do some weight
adjustments after the removal!
Example: Pelvis-bone
1. Select the mesh.
2. Go to EDIT mode and a activate Vertex select:
3. Select all vertices = hit the ‘A’ key.
4. In the Properties Panel choose Object Data (= the triangle symbol) and find Vertex
Groups.
5. Select the Vertex Group that is named exactly like your bone you want to remove.
6. Set Weight to 0.
7. Click Assign.

This will assign all vertices of this bone a zero
weight, so for Blender, the bone is not really in use.
8. Go back to Weight Paint mode.
9. Activate Vertex select (see No. 2).
10. Select ALL (A) vertices.
11. In the Weight Tool panel (on the left side) select Clean:

all vertices, which have the selected bone (Vertex Group) and the weight of ZERO will be
removed from the vertices!

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THE END
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

